The Superhero Saves the Day!

Zoom! Flies the superhero to save the day...

Through (child’s name)’s legs,

And around ( )’s head.

He darts over ( )’s shoulder,

Under ( )’s foot,

And between ( )’s fingers.

Oh no! The cat is stuck in the tree. (bring hand to mouth in astonishment)

Can the superhero help? Oh, just wait and see!

Zoom! Zoom! Flies the superhero...

Across ( )’s eyebrows,

Up the tree... (fly superhero upward)

He grabs hold of the cat. (reach and clench fist like you are grabbing something)

What a fine sight to see! (give a thumbs up)

Just like that!

The superhero saves the day.

Hooray! (clap and cheer)
The Fairy Saves Spring!

Twitter-Flitter, pixie dust,

The Fairy flaps her wings, just as she must...

Through (child’s name)’s legs,

And around ( )’s head.

She darts over ( )’s shoulder,

Under ( )’s foot,

And between ( )’s fingers.

The snow has fallen deep,

But with a quiet little peep, (bring finger to mouth in a whisper)

The flowers begin to grow.

She sprinkles her magic, (pretend to sprinkle)

The snow melts away, oh so tragic, (bring hand to mouth in astonishment)

As bulbs grow higher and higher to the sun! (reach up high in to the sky)

Flying here, flying there, (move fairy slowly back and forth)

Flying everywhere, (move fairy in a circular motion)

She cheers as her work here is done! (child and parent clap and cheer)
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